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u f f i c i o   s t a m p a

PE08 breaking glass emergency panel: 
the only one on the market with IP66 protection 

 
Thanks its technical features, PE08 breaking glass emergency panel 

represents the ideal solution to manually activate an emergency signal. 
 
The AVE innovation in the field of emergency equipment continues. In fact, the PE08 
breaking glass emergency panel is the only one on the market with IP66, which ensures 
maximum protection against dust and strong water jets. 
 
Thanks to this feature, PE08 - IP66 breaking glass emergency panel is particularly 
suitable for outdoor installations - more exposed to atmospheric agents. The typical 
application is in large buildings, such as thermic power stations, electrical boxes or 
warehouses, where an emergency supply of this kind is necessary, as well as in the external 
perimeter of shopping centres and hotels. 
 
In order to meet the needs of the various destination environments, the PE08 - IP66 
breaking glass emergency panel also offers the possibility to set the operation for:  
 

•! Automatic start upon breaking glass (one action) by means high profile push button 
(factory pre-setting); 

•! Manual start after breaking the glass (two actions) by means low profile push 
button included in the supply.  

 
Therefore, the installer can rely on a single model of panel for different applications and decide 
how to adapt it according to the different installation requirements. There are also many 
methods of installation, with the possibility of wall mounting installation IP66 and flush 
mounting installation IP66 via a special box supplied with the panel, or flush mounting 
installation IP40 on 2503MG AVE box. 
 
In addition to meet the requirements of product standards EN 60670-1 and EN 60947-5-1, 
AVE PE08 panel exhibits technical features that make it extremely resistant and durable. 
Made of high quality plastic material, this device offers a high shock resistance with IK08 
degree that allows the maintenance of the IP grade and ensures a higher longevity. 
 
Design phase is focused to offer flexible and reliable products, but also to 
ensure maximum ease of use for the installers. 
 
The only one on the market with IP66 protection, PE08 breaking glass emergency 
panel represents the ideal solution to manually activate an emergency signal. An 
innovative device that completes AVE range in this field, which also offers IP55 wall-mounted 
emergency enclosures, IP40 flush mounted enclosures and flush mounted enclosures for AVE 
wiring devices. 
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